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The story tells about the life of a serial killer Ramanna, inspired by the notorious serial killer of the 1960s Raman. Ramanna began his criminal career in Los Angeles, where he killed prostitutes and vagrants. In the mid-1980s, he
moved to Beverly Hills, where he became even more cruel and sophisticated. He amused himself by cutting off babies breast, chopping off limbs and heads, or even killing all the members of the victim's family. Ramanna was

disgusted to all that he did, that his work is over for him. Was he obsessed with the horror of the ritual murder of his family, or some fatal error, or even broken morality - no one knows. However, when it comes to serial murders, the
maniac did not forgive anything. "And now you're going to die, - said Ramanna Carter, who killed thirteen year old boy. - Such is the nature of serial killers. "For a decade, the script for The Abominable Man was rightfully

considered a nightmare of nightmares for filmmakers and critics. It softened considerably by the mid-1990s, when silent film star Ingrid Bergman took part in the production, which aroused public interest and serious attention to the
picture from leading filmmakers. Today, when he comes to life again, as in the 1990s, his interest is no longer shared by filmmakers, but only occasionally receives a favorable look and a friendly pat on the back from critics. So

Desperate Man is a horror movie. On the scale and number of murders committed by Ramanna, judge by the number of victims in his execution (from 30 to 40). The countdown, starting with the murder of a twelve-year-old boy, was
a triumph for the English playwright who wrote the script for this thriller. Nevertheless, since that time, passions subsided and the question of the number of victims began to turn into a question of bloodshed. The role of Thomas
Hines as a terrible killer is far from the actor's first work. In 1991, Hines played Goupil, an eccentric man with a tail on his head who lives in the woods and who amuses himself by killing his victims. Hines also played a sinister

vampire in Nosferatu: A Symphony of Terror, as well as Rudy Myers, the criminal who became the protagonist of Bend It Like Beckham.
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